
The report is a scathing indictment of the military aerospace industrial complex’s administrative
hindering of serious E M propulsion and zero point energy transition into the national energy and
transportation infrastructure:

GRAVITIC ENGINEERING and FIELD DEPENDENT PROPULSION for COMMERCIAL and
LIMITED CIVILIAN TRANSPORTATION
By Gene K. Walker

This report attempts to forecast what role Electromagnetic (E M) Transportation Technologies may play
in the decades after 2050.

Recommended reading on the subject: Steven Greer MD, The Disclosure Project, 2001.
Dr. Evgeny Podkletnov, Journal of Applied Physics, published by the Britian’s Institute of Physics,
1996. Dr. Ning Li and Dr. Douglass Toor, Gravitoelectric-Electric Coupling Via Super Conductivity,
published by the University of Alabama at Huntsville, 1993.
The Hunt For Zero Point; Inside The Classified World of Antigravity Technology by Nick Cook,
Former Editor of Aviation for Jane’s Defense Weekly, 2001.
The Viktor Schauberger Institute.
Tim Ventura, American Antigravity.

INTRODUCTION. This is a work of PURE speculation. First, let’s face facts. Wheeled or tracked
conventional motor vehicles will never fall completely out of utility. Regardless of environmental
concerns, they’re relatively inexpensive and will be difficult to replace. So of course, we can rule out
their complete demise. However, the internal combustion engine is being phased out. After the rise of
gas-electric hybrid engine technology, the next major advancements will be made in hydrogen fuel cell
technology and by 2030, an international effort will be undertaken to transform the global energy
infrastructure completely. By 2050, the civilized world should be running completely on ‘Green
Technology’.

Gas-electric and hydrogen also serve their roles as ‘segway technology’ and will be the industry
standard well beyond the 21st Century. These prognostications are based on the knowledge that what is
available on the open consumer market is usually 30 to 50 years behind the actual HIDDEN state of the
art, if we include our own governments unofficial Black World R & D, an ongoing effort since the
1930s. And that is exactly where this forecast is firmly anchored. Field dependent propulsion,
electromagnetic or E M propulsion, and gravity propulsion are all terms used to controlled reversal and
directed use of the force of gravity as a work engine.

The general consensus among the military aerospace contractor community is that there exists a loosely
structured, measured timeline for releasing the origins of these new paradigm shifting technologies to
the public, commercial industry and global marketplace exists. But there are power hungry, greedy
corporate and covert government entities active in the global politics of how those new technologies
are applied to industry and the military; a Global Corporate Government Consortium, actively involved
hindering of our technological future.

Remember the historical beginnings of the automotive and the jet age, the great cruise ship era, the
custom hot rod and chopper motorcycle crazes of the 20th Century. Periods in our transportation age
when the world became intrigued by the exciting new modes of travel, and the new support
infrastructures that blossomed right behind them.



This forecast is also an invitation to the keepers of the old timeline. We know most of the secrets
already, enough has been rumored to give us an idea of the potential good these new technologies will
do for industry and the economy. So, the question remains, Just what in the hell are you waiting for?!
The world needs immediate “Full Disclosure Now”—for a more prosperous economic future. I’ll
attempt to answer the reasoning behind this unfathomable position, currently held by the Trilateral
Commission, Brookings Institute and other Conservative, greed based think-tank organizations, by the
end of this forecast. As a lifelong student of transportation, aeronautics research, product design and
mechanical engineering, this forecast will focus on future hybrid propulsion systems and engine
configurations, and practical altitudinal aeronautics performance as applied parameters to those
classifications. It is my lifelong goal to be a factor in building this future, this history, this evolution in
aeronautical design engineering. I want to be involved. I want to be a part of this new industry that will
evolve, and the expanded new infrastructure it will create…

This design forecast is categorized by the following:

PROPULSION SYSTEMS CONCEPTS.
ENGINE CONVERSION CONFIGURATIONS.

OVER THE SURFACE.
GRAVIMARINE COMMERCIAL and LUXURY E M SHIPS.
LUXURY and COMMERCIAL FLEETS.

LOW ALTITUDE TRANS.
MOBILE MILITARY BATTLEFIELD EMERGENCY/ DISASTER AIR AMBULANCE FLEETS and
AIR TRIAGE HOSPITALS.
EXPANDED LAW ENFORCEMENT and EMERGENCY MOBILE PLATFORMS. LAW
ENFORCEMENT PATROL INTERCEPT and UNMANNED SURVEILLANCE.
PUBLIC PARATRANSIT.
LICENSED PRIVATE LUXURY COMMERCIAL PARATRANSIT.

MID TO HIGH ALTITUDE. COMMERCIAL FLEETS and HEAVY COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT
ENGINE CONVERSION OF EXISTING COMMERCIAL AVIATION FLEETS.
HYPERSONIC COMMERCIAL, BUSINESS, and LUXURY TRAVEL.

LOW EARTH ORBIT and IMMEDIATE SOLAR SYSTEM.
COMMERCIAL SPACE HEAVY TRANSPORT and TOURISM.
U.S. MILITARY ORBITAL FLEET.
OFFWORLD COMMERCIAL MINING OPERATIONS.

PROPULSION SYSTEMS CONCEPTS:
Field Dependent Propulsion Technology, for more advanced than our present day maglev trains, will
transform the way we travel and transport goods. A basic technical understanding of this technology
has existed since the 1920s. Exotic forms of the technology have been in this country’s possession
since the 1940s and classified at the highest levels of national security; a level defined as ‘COSMIC’.

In order for the public to benefit from this new mode of transportation, not only must public disclosure
take place, a coming clean on all of the facts (which will never happen in this century), commercial
industry must publicly admit to the ongoing pursuit of this technological Holy Grail. For the purpose of



our forecast, lets factor in theoretically, to full government disclosure of foreign technology with the
ability to advance our energy and transportation industries, by the year 2030. Almost immediately, a
consortium of Energy, Aerospace, Automotive and Commercial

Transportation Industry R & D Manufacturers must be established to plan strategies to bring this new
technology to the marketplace. For this forecast, conspiracy theories will not be a factor. My
projections are based solely on the reference material, and my own research.

The new post-segway transportation technologies of the late 21st century will involve two or more
pathways to gravity field reduction; a cross pollination of future automotive and aerospace innovation.
By the 22nd century, the second generation of these vehicles will be relatively affordable and powered
by environmentally safe, non- nuclear sources of energy.

The American Antigravity website describes the various types of Antigravity devices which use non-
aerodynamic methods of propulsion to create thrust – typically a directional or upward thrust from
systems based usually on Electromagnetism. There are hundreds of proposed methods of creating
gravity nullifying effects, but they typically fall into the following categories of A G devices. The major
categories for Antigravity Devices:

1. Mach’s Principle: Off center-rotators, inertial-thrusters, or piezo-devices. These devices attempt to
“pull themselves up by the bootstraps” to overcome gravity mechanically.

2. E L F-Gravitational Shielding: Low-Frequency E M-waves block gravitons from interacting with
mass, creating a shield from gravity and inertia.

3. Mass-Fluctuation: Utilizing E M-waves to create mass fluctuations simulates “negative mass” which
has been proposed to generate an Antigravity Effect.

4. Biefield-Brown: High-voltages are used to create an asymmetrical capacitance, which Puthoff &
Sakarov have proposed creates forward directional thrust by interacting with quantum-foam.

5. Superconductive Gravitational-Shielding: A rotating superconductor or gas-plasma creates a shield
around the test device that blocks inertia and mass, similar to the E L F shield above.

6. Superconductive H F G W: The Gertsenshtein Effect allows a high frequency interaction between
Electromagnetism and Gravitation that creates powerful Gravitational-Waves, capable of exerting tons
of force.

7. Bismuth- Element 115: A poorly understood nuclear mechanism claimed to be the result of reverse-
engineering U F O’s that somehow translates high-voltage electricity into a propulsive gravity-wave.

8. Gyroscopic-Precession: A variation on Mach’s Principle in which a force applied horizontally creates
an upward thrust in a rotating gyroscope. Includes N M R Antigravity, a nanoscale-variation of
Gyroscopic precession in which E M-radiation is used to generate Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and
create a processional force against gravity for the entire test-object.

9. Lenz-Law: A series of variations on the common electromagnetic inductive-force in which an
Antigravity craft is repelled from the Earth’s surface using a macro-scale variant of Lenz’s Law.



10. GeoMagnetic Levitation: A high-energy, low-efficiency device that generates upward and
directional thrust by applying a very high-strength magnetic field to repel against the Earth’s natural
magnetic field.

11. Rotating Magnetic Field Device: A broad category of Antigravity device in which a series of high-
speed rotating electromagnetic fields are used to warp-space and generate a pure, high-efficiency, and
sometimes overunity Antigravity Effect. May be related to Magnus-Effect propulsion or Rotating
Superconductive Antigravity.

12. Hutchison-Effect: A poorly understood high-voltage/high-frequency Antigravity mechanism
capable of lifting hundreds of pounds of weight, but lacking the repeatability for close scientific
scrutiny and easy replication. This is an aspect of scalar-technology, and may be also called “scalar-
antigravity” or “Bearden Antigravity”.

13. Poynting Vector Propulsion: A real, workable reactionless-drive based on classical electrodynamics
principles, tested to generate pounds of thrust. Scalability for this system is unknown – early prototypes
are unstable.

ENGINE CONVERSION CONFIGURATIONS:
The research of Viktor Schauberger forms the foundation of my over-the-surface personal paratransport:

Multiple mini-impeller turbine stable-lift engines; a radical form of turbine engine that generates
extremely high vacuum effects. Multiple mini-impeller waveform turbines, composed of titanium and
coated with several hundred layers of vacuum electron deposition produced magnesium and bismuth,
creating a vortex movement of air caused by the waveform gap between the plates, which leads to its
rapid cooling, producing a massive reduction in volume, generating a vacuum of enormous pressure,
which sucks more air into the turbine; quasi-aerodynamic phenomenon known as the Coanda Effect.

The mini-turbines are essentially multistage centrifuges with concentrically juxtaposed pressure
chambers. Used for lift engine function only, the turbines achieve levitation flight above 15,000 to
20,000 RPM. The centripetal compressor cause air to flow radically inward, the Schauberger implosion
effect. The high rotation speeds cause the air molecules passing through the turbine to pack together so
tightly that their molecular and nuclear binding energies are affected in a way that triggers a reverse
gravity effect. A point is reached through the interaction between the centrifugal forces functioning on a
common axis, where a large number of electrons and protons with opposite charges and directions of
spin are forced into a collision and annihilate with one another implosively to return the physical form
to its primary energetic matrix—a non-spatial state. From the bottom of the turbine engine this appears
as a densely compressed emulsion of expulsed molecules and atoms that are not retransmuted or
virtualized as they pass through the grill like slits of the compressor blades, producing a luminescent,
glowing, bluish-white discharge akin to ionization. Levitation and ascent are achieved.

The second form or pathway to gravity nullification used in conjunction with the Schauberger multiple
mini-impeller engines system for the over the surface and low altitude platforms, will involve small
steering /propulsion pods at each corner of the platform, by either:

Superconductivity. The manipulation of inertia via rapidly rotating superconductors, resonating fields



and special coatings; The flow of electric current without resistance in certain metals, alloys and
ceramics at temperatures near absolute zero, and in some cases at temperatures hundreds of degrees
above absolute zero. Gravitational waves are repelled instead of blocked; a gravity shielding. A vehicle
will be able to levitate and use this impulse reflection or torsional field excitation, for controlled motion
in any direction. E. Podkelov, N. Li, D. Torr.

Or by:

Mercury encased Gyroscopic-Precession.
The Schauberger waviform mini engines and positively charged leading airframe would provide the
majority of levitation-lift and electrical energy generation. The E M inertial pods will provide
propulsion and maneuverability.

And by:

Layered Electrokinetic Lifter Cells or Interconnected Two Dimensional Asymmetrical Capacitor
Modules.

The third method of or pathway to integrated field propulsion involves utilization of technology that
generates force using two geometrically dissimilar capacitive plates, and the airframe being positively
charged on one side and negatively charged on the other. The airframe and body panel material,
composed of several hundred layers of vacuum electron deposition produced magnesium and bismuth,
will exhibit thrust toward the positive pole, from the negative to the positive, if the opposing surfaces
are mounted or adjusted horizontally and the positive pole is uppermost, the airframe will in effect
loose weight, it will want to rise skyward. Biefeld, Brown, Naudin, Savior, NASA.

Energy generation to achieve the high RPM necessary for effective superconductive or electromagnetic
resonance, airframe charge and mini-impeller waviform multi-lift engine systems function, will involve
the development of a potent hybrid engine system. So, we must look to the ingenuity of the automotive
and aerospace industries.

The gas-electric and hydrogen era will take its first baby steps by 2010. By the year 2050, considerable
advances in hybrid energy technology will allow such platforms as the one theorized, to become a
plausible reality. It is a matter of time and commitment from the transportation industries to catch up
with the world’s imagination and develop field dependent propulsion systems for practical overland,
marine and low altitude vehicles capable of traveling at speeds comparable to conventional
transportation.

In the far future, civilian and commercial E M propulsion systems will be powered by zero point
energy and most platforms will have between two to six generator amplifiers of various sizes and
power output; from miniature size work engines for everything from pedestrian manual maneuvering
carry platform;, to personal skimmer boards to scooter, motorcycle and quad bike sized land and
marine O T S skimmers and g-craft; to larger dual through multi-EM engine unit platforms for
passenger g-craft, luxury bus sized, freight truck and rail car sized commercial O T S large
transportation; to even larger L A T-E M propulsion systems for tanker sized platforms used for
everything from commercial aircraft and luxury marine cruise ship industries, rapid military
deployment, emergency relief anywhere the world; and orbital insertion commercial aerospace payload



vehicles and military fleets.

The Disclosure Factor: Here is a brief review of what the civilian investigative public knows about
blackworld classified propulsion. Military field propulsion test vehicles are rumored to defy gravity by
emitting a reverse gravity field. A gravity field generator amplifier emits an EM wave field around the
vehicle; an intense distortion of the gravity field. The field generator amplifier is a propulsion system
that propels the in the opposite direction of the amplifier emitter nodes, which can rotate in 90 degrees
of angle. Classified military demonstrator vehicles have three field generator amplifier emitters in a
delta configuration. The generators can be operated with either a single amplifier emitter providing
directional navigation or all three in unison, providing navigation as well as levitation-propulsion.

At full force, it is rumored, believe it or not, that more powerful field generators can slow and even
interrupt spacial gravity by bending a field around the vehicle. The affect is characterized as a
rendering or altering of the interdimensional properties of space time itself. Super Luminous or faster
than light speed travel, moving by becoming a part of another point in space instantaneously, similar to
NASA’s theoretical Bias Drive and Diametric Drive proposals; generic versions of negative mass
propulsion concepts that cancel mass inertia using the interactions of a positive and negative
electromagnetic field for propulsion. Flight simulators are rumored to exist for avionics training for
select pilots, an indication of the existence of an advanced back engineering research development
program to develop the next generation of military aerospace. This research is highly classified, beyond
need to know accountability and scrutiny of conventional military and elected government oversight.
This technology is the most classified in America. For over sixty years, the United States has had a
working knowledge and prototypes of revolutionary new transportation and new energy technologies
that may be in use by the armed forces today. Our military has spent trillions of dollars on black budget
research programs to perfect these technologies.

Zero Point Energy. It is for this reason that research on new forms of energy such as fuel cells, and Z P
E become so important to the future of E M transportation technology. It is rumored that nearly 30 free
energy prototype power generation devices have been “shelved” by the government under national
security order. And that any attempts to even patent zero point energy prototypes are virtually
impossible. It is reminiscent of the electrical engineering genius Nikola Tesla’s rise and fall from grace
in the energy industry of the early 20th century. All of his research notes and papers were confiscated
immediately upon his death.

There are powerful obstructionist forces in both the fossil fuel industry and the military industrial
community that block all attempts to develop private entrepreneurial E M propulsion and Z P E
research and development for practical application , not only because of national security concerns but
because of fears of forcing the industry to invest in highly expensive new transportation energies
infrastructure development. Society may be forced to wait another 100 years before significant
advancement in transportation and energy is allowed.

Although the necessary transitional infrastructure to support new, advanced transportation and energy
industries is not yet in place, Type One technology should not be suppressed from present day society
until some arbitrary future disclosure date. Immediate full public disclosure would do more good than
harm. It would provide the impetus necessary to expedite infrastructure build up to the forefront of the
national agenda. There is no doubt that advanced physics altering technologies do exist, technologies
that will elevate the human condition beyond fossil fuels, pollution and global warming, and
dependency on the traditional electrical grid for home energy. Technologies that would not only
advance old industries forward by several decades overnight, but would also revolutionize the



efficiency of conventional aircraft and overland transportation, improve air traffic safety by a quantum
degree, reduce the costs of NASA’s ongoing exploration of space as well as the private sector’s
commercialization of space.

The current timeline for technological disclosure continuity is being badly mismanaged. The National
Security Act protocols that support the indefinite, prolonged delay of introducing Type One modes of
land, sea and aerospace transportation and new energy to commercial industries are archaic and out
dated. The Disclosure Project and the Orion Project, attest to the severity of the cover up and the depth
of truth in these charges. The sad reality is that the powerful, current Type Zero establishment and its
skewered, greed-based fossil fuel interests are committed to maintaining the status quot.

All taxpaying Americans deserve to know all of the real, historic truths concerning issues of advanced
technology, new energy research and government secrecy. It is well beyond time for full accountability.
Nearly 70 percent of the population distrusts the information disseminated by our government and
believe that a non-elected, covert element is willfully hiding and misdirecting the historical truths from
all of us. What they fail to realize is that in order to keep the world progressive, expand old industries
and create new industries that revolutionize the new economy of the 21st century and beyond, there
must be sober, full disclosure to the public. And, a full re-education of these new physics-altering
technologies and their origins, without fear of ridicule or reprisal for some violation of an archaic
security oath, imposed to keep these breakthrough energy and transportation technologies hidden, to
the detriment of society.

The policy of secrecy began in the 1930s. Following the pattern found in human history that
technology makes quantum leaps every 100 years, by 2030, our world should be dramatically different.
But that future world must be determined here and now, through the disclosure movement. It is time to
play intellectual “catch-up.” Society must be fully debriefed and the current generation mass work
force must be adequately educated after secondary school and constantly retrained throughout their
career lives with the skill sets necessary to support the advanced technological infrastructure of this
ever changing new world.

There may be some fear fueling suppression of the truth for so long. Just imagine what will happen.
Hypothetically, if the so called “green light” decision were given, many current government aerospace
contract projects would be instantly obsolete. In their places, new technologies aircraft projects from
former black budget research programs would be introduced over time. All branches of the military
would be fighting over the contracts for the new aerospace and marine fleets. There would also be
years of Full Disclosure Congressional Hearings of repressed E M and zero point energies research, the
rumored research of taxpayer funded black budget research for the past 60 years. There would have to
be an explanation of the origin of these advanced, physics altering technologies, beyond good old
American ingenuity and research discovery. The extraterrestrial connection would be exposed to the
world. The military intelligence aerospace industrial community has been ruthless in its pass efforts to
suppress any efforts to expose this connection since the 1930’s, many times by professional and social
ridicule, long term incarceration, threat of physical violence, and worse. Complete disclosure would
cast a huge shadow of doubt over our government and its history of illegal suppression tactics against
its citizens in the name of national security.

Governments would have to develop and implement a plan to build up the service industry and
infrastructure necessary to support these new technologies. This is where the problem with immediate
disclosure exists. It would take a minimum of 20 years to build up a transitional infrastructure. Public
disclosure and new infrastructure creation including improved education and continual skill set



retraining for the mass work force are integral to successful transition from a Type Zero to Type One
society.

The current society is simply unprepared, under skilled and under educated, some critics feel be
deliberate intent, to support any immediate transition from Type Zero to Type One technologies
anytime soon. There seems to be no government contingency plans on the immediate horizon, other
than encouraging Hollywood to make alien abduction or invasion movies, to develop or implement real
initiatives to prepare the mass work force for new, advanced technologies. Not nearly enough for a full
quantum leap to a Type One reality…


